
8.) I like television.

/ʃʃʃʃ/ and  /ʒʒʒʒ/

Sound 1:

/ʃʃʃʃ/ is the sound in ship, rush, 

and fashion.

To make the /ʃʃʃʃ/ sound:

-Bend back the front part of your 

tongue.

-Then, touch the space behind your 

teeth with the front of your tongue

-Blow some air out through the space

Sound 2:

/ʒʒʒʒ/ is the sound in Asia, beige, and 

invasion.

To make the /ʒʒʒʒ/ sound:

-First, make the /ʃʃʃʃ/ sound

-Then use your voice to make a sound 

1. LISTEN AND PRACTICE: 

Listen and repeat as your teacher reads all of the  /ʒʒʒʒ/ words. 

Then, read each word aloud.

collision

treasure

leisure

garage

television

Asia

pleasure

casual



2. ACTIVITY A:

Listen to your teacher read the following words.
If you hear Sound 1 /ʃʃʃʃ/ , type "1" in your chat window. If you hear

Sound 2 /ʒʒʒʒ/, type "2" in your chat window. Read all the words aloud 

after your teacher has checked your answers.

ACTIVITY B:

Fill the blanks in each sentence, using words from ACTIVITY A. 

Read each sentence to your teacher.
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5) Asia

6) ashes

7) beige

8) Bash

1) sugar

2) vision

3) pressure

4) Pleasure

1) There were cigarette _____ on the floor.

2) Japan is in _____, not Europe.

3) He puts a lot of _____ in his coffee.

4) She can't see well because she has a problem with her _____.

5) _____ is my favorite color.



Sound 2: /ʒʒʒʒ/

Common letters:

s: usually, leisure, measure

si: Persia, occasion, decision

ge: garage

Other letters:

ti: equation

Special:

z: seizure

Sound 1:/ʃʃʃʃ/ 

Common letters:

sh: she, shut, finish

Other letters:

ti: vacation, initial, patient

ci: special, official, delicious

si: tension, mission

sci: unconscious

ch: machine, chalet, 

moustache

s: sure, sugar

Special letters:

ss: tissue

ce: ocean

xi: anxious

3. SPELLING GUIDE:
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